In celebration of the 50th anniversary of its founding, the University of South Alabama has committed to a campaign to engage more alumni than ever in supporting its mission through charitable giving and membership in its National Alumni Association. A distinguished group of alumni have stepped forward, committing to leadership gifts and public support for the campaign’s ambitious goal of 50,000 gifts and 5,000 memberships in honor of this important milestone for their alma mater. USA is proud to count this distinguished group among its alumni community of more than 62,000.

With deepest appreciation, the University of South Alabama presents the charter members of its **50th Anniversary Annual Fund Leadership Council**
A group of 50 leaders from the business community have committed to an important role in the 50th Anniversary Campaign for the University of South Alabama. The University thanks these members for their generous gifts and their willingness to raise awareness and encourage fellow business people to support the campaign with a gift to honor USA on achieving this historic milestone.

With deepest appreciation, the University of South Alabama presents the 50th Anniversary Annual Fund Business Leadership Circle
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